Chicago has 2 systems of documentation: Notes & Bibliography: generally used in literature, history, and the arts. Each source cited must appear in the notes (either footnotes or endnotes). The bibliography may include all of these sources along with other sources consulted but not cited. On the other hand, you might not have a bibliography at all if your notes are complete. Author-Date: more often used in the physical, natural, and social sciences. Each source cited will be acknowledged with a parenthetical citation. The References at the end will give complete bibliographic information. All sources in the References must be cited in the paper.
ARTICLES VIA LIBRARY DATABASES

Journal Article with a DOI or Stable URL  [14.175]


Journal Article from a Database, No DOI or Stable URL  [14.175]


News Article from a Database Note: News & magazine articles are generally only cited in-text/notes.

ARTICLES VIA WEBSITES

#. Author (First name Last name), “Title of Article,” Website Title, publisher, date, URL.

General Website  [14.207] Note: If you can't locate a publication date, use date of access. Website citations can often be limited to notes only.


News Articles  [14.191] Note: News & magazine articles are generally only cited in text/notes.
2. Stanley, “‘Mad Men.’”
GOVERNMENT & LEGAL

2. Citizens United, 558 U.S. at 322.

Laws & Statutes, Constitutions [14.280-283]

IMAGES, VIDEOS, & AUDIO

Images/Art (Online or In-Person) [14.235] Note: Works of art can usually be cited in-text only.
2. Dali, Persistence of Memory.


Streaming Video [14.267, 265]


Audio Recording [14.263]


PRESENTATIONS, SPEECHES, INTERVIEWS

Personal Communications (Email, Direct Messages, etc) [14.211-212, 214] Note: These generally are cited only in text or in notes.
2. Doe, email.

Presentation, Speech, Lecture [14.264] Note: Recorded speeches are cited according to the recording format, i.e. video or audio. This example is for a lecture attended in-person.
2. Hong, “Censorship.”

E-BOOKS & BOOKS

For information like volume, edition, publisher, and year of publication, e-books will look the same as their printed counterparts. E-books, however, will also include information about what platform they're hosted on. [14.159-163]

For information like volume, edition, publisher, and year of publication, e-books will look the same as their printed counterparts. E-books, however, will also include information about what platform they're hosted on. [14.159-163]

Electronic Books

Note: If page numbers are not available, use chapter or section information.

Database [14.161]


Online Public Domain Books [14.162]


Primary Source in Online Book [Based on 14.111]

Note: Cite the primary source according to its format (image, letter, speech, etc) followed by a citation to describe the book.


Downloaded [14.159-160]


Print Books

Basic Example [14.23; Later edition 14.113]

2. Takaki, Different Mirror, 115.


A Work in an Edited Anthology [14.107; With editor and translator 14.104]
